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David-Christopher Assmann

Stubborn Stuff: Translating Rubbish

The steaming hills never end, and I can barely see the horizon.1 The terrain is exten-

sive and somehow unreal. Somewhere far ahead, on another hill, William is trudg-

ing through the masses of piled-up material that surrounds us. I can only guess at 

his gray contours, far in the muddy distance. Dawn wraps everything in a warm, 

dirty yellow, the hills stinking of sulfuric acid, rotten food scraps, animal carcasses, 

and oil. The toxic air stands still making it hard to breathe, while the rubbish sticks 

to my shoes, dirtying my pants. Faraway, I hear the uncanny noise of incredibly big 

excavators and dozens of trucks bringing evermore material: broken mirrors, car 

SHQDR�ÚOGNMDÚANNJR�ÚTRDCÚSNNSGAQTRGDR�ÚÆNVDQONSR�ÚQHOODCÚ ID@MR�Ú KNRSÚBDKKÚOGNMDR�Ú

broken glasses, rotten shoes, discarded plastic, and paper bags. There seems to 

ADÚMNSGHMFÚNMDÚB@MMNSÚÅMCÚGDQDÚ3GDÚF@QA@FDÚCTLOÚCDUNTQRÚDUDQXSGHMFÚNTQÚC@HKXÚ

routine leaves behind. Every year, every one of us in Germany and Italy disposes 

of nearly 500 kilograms of material2—things that we no longer need, or that we do 

not like or use anymore because they no longer work or are out of fashion, or just 

because they bother us or others. However, these things do not disappear once we 

G@UDÚSGQNVMÚSGDLÚHMÚSGDÚQTAAHRGÚAHMÚ ÚK@QFDÚ@LNTMSÚHRÚRSNQDCÚHMÚK@MCÅKKn@ÚSDBG-

nique that goes back to the Stone Age when humans kept their “kitchen waste” in 

OK@BDRÚNTSRHCDÚNEÚSGDHQÚKHUHMFÚPT@QSDQRÚ-DUDQSGDKDRR�ÚK@MCÅKK�Ú@RÚVDÚJMNVÚHSÚSNC@X�Ú

only gained relevance from the middle of the nineteenth century onwards. Industri-

@KHY@SHNMÚG@RÚL@CDÚHSÚMDBDRR@QXÚSNÚÅMCÚMDV�ÚSDBGMNKNFHB@KKXÚ@CU@MBDCÚOQ@BSHBDRÚENQÚ

dealing with our mountains of discarded waste.3

Garbage workers seem to be continually rearranging the piled-up material, creat-

ing ever new and higher heaps. Birds—gulls, pigeons, and ravens—are circling 

Û %ÛSKQH@ÛHEGAÛPKÛPD=JGÛ�=N>=N=Û,EO=JQÛ=J@Û'NEOPUÛ$AJ@ANOKJÛBKNÛPDAENÛDAHLBQHÛ?KIIAJPOÛKJÛLNAREKQOÛRANOE-
ons of this essay.

�Û �??KN@EJCÛPKÛPDAÛ#ANI=JÛ"A@AN=HÛ/P=PEOPE?=HÛ+BÀ?A	ÛEJÛ���Û=JÛ=RAN=CAÛKBÛ���ÛGEHKCN=IOÛKBÛDKQOADKH@Û
S=OPAÛLANÛEJD=>EP=JPÛS=OÛLNK@Q?A@
Û/AAÛP=>HAÛg�QBGKIIAJÛ=JÛ$=QOD=HPO=>B§HHAJ�Û AQPO?DH=J@	Û&=DNA	Û
�>B=HH=NPAJhÛ��K@A�Û����	ÛDPPLO���SSS
@AOP=PEO
@A� !�6=DHAJ"=GPAJ� =PAJ>=JGAJ� =PAJ>=JGAJ
DPIH
Û
/AAÛPDAÛÀCQNAOÛBKNÛ%P=HUÛBKNÛ���Û����ÛGEHKCN=IO�ÛKBÛPDAÛ%OPEPQPKÛ/QLANEKNAÛLANÛH=Û,NKPAVEKJAÛAÛH=Û.E?AN?=Û
�I>EAJP=HA�Û.=LLKNPKÛ.EÀQPEÛ1N>=JE
Û!@EVEKJA	Û���	Û�	ÛDPPL���SSS
EOLN=I>EAJPA
CKR
EP�EP�LQ>>HE?=VEKJE�
N=LLKNPE�N=LLKNPKÚNEÀQPEÚQN>=JEÚA@EVEKJAÚ���


3 Martin V. Melosi, #=N>=CAÛEJÛPDAÛ�EPEAO�Û.ABQOA	Û.ABKNI	Û=J@ÛPDAÛ!JRENKJIAJP, revised edition (Pittsburgh, 
PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2005).
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above the gigantic piles and cannot wait for the arrival of a new truck of rubbish. 

For months, William had repeatedly asked the authorities for a knowledgeable em-

OKNXDDÚVGNÚBNTKCÚFTHCDÚTRÚSGQNTFGÚSGDÚTMBKD@QÚ SDQQ@HMÚNEÚ SGDÚ K@MCÅKK�ÚVGHBGÚG@CÚ

STQMDCÚNTSÚSNÚADÚ@MÚ@OO@QDMSKXÚCHEÅBTKSÚS@RJÚNEÚSQ@MRK@SHNMÚADSVDDMÚCHRBHOKHMDR�ÚOQN-

EDRRHNMR�Ú@MCÚG@AHS@SRÚj KKÚVDÚMDDCÚHRÚENQÚRNLDNMDÚSNÚRGNVÚTRÚSGDÚK@MCÅKKÚENQÚG@KEÚ@MÚ

hour, answer a few questions about the technological processes used, and explain 

the sort of materials that pile up. We would like to prepare our research,” William 

DWOK@HMDCÚ8DSÚQDRD@QBGÚ@ANTSÚK@MCÅKKÚLTRSÚG@UDÚRNTMCDCÚSNNÚ@ARTQCÚSNÚSGDÚODQRNM-

nel whose business it is to cope with all of the discarded material every day. Why 

@M@KXYDÚF@QA@FD�ÚVNQSGKDRRÚRSTEEÚAXÚCDÅMHSHNM�Ú%HM@KKX�Ú@ESDQÚRDUDQ@KÚDÛL@HKRÚ@MCÚ@Ú

number of forceful phone calls, we found someone who was willing to take a step 

out of the sticky trash for a moment and show us the facility—its rotten secrets and 

CHQSXÚSQD@RTQDRÚ SÚSGDÚNEÅBH@KÚDMSQ@MBDÚNEÚSGDÚCHRONR@KÚRHSD�Ú6HKKH@LÚ@MMNTMBDCÚNTQÚ

visit, promptly setting out together with one of the workers, seemingly completely 

forgetting about his actual research companion.

(ÚG@UDÚHMUDMSDCÚSGHRÚRBDMDÚ8DSÚ6HKKH@LÚHRÚMNSÚITRSÚ@ÚÅFTQDÚNEÚ@ÚÅBSHNM@KÚM@QQ@SHUDÚATSÚ

rather William Rathje, an American researcher who established the archaeology of 

garbage as an academic discipline. In the 1970s, together with his research group 

at the University of Arizona, he founded what has since been called “Garbology.” 

3NFDSGDQÚVHSGÚ INTQM@KHRSÚ"TKKDMÚ,TQOGX�Ú1@SGIDÚVQNSDÚ@ÚONOTK@QÚMNMÛÅBSHNMÚANNJÚ

NMÚGHRÚ@CUDMSTQDRÚVHSGÚ K@MCÅKKR�ÚF@QA@FD�Ú@MCÚF@QA@FDÚVNQJDQRÚ (ÚRSTLAKDCÚTONMÚ

Rubbish! The Archaeology of Garbage (1992) when I became interested in garbage 

as a cultural and literary phenomenon and was looking for some theoretical per-

spectives on the topic. Indeed, Rubbish! not only offers insights into the world of 

discarded materials but also translates them into a readable narrative. The book 

addresses nearly every topic related to garbage in the United States, including what 

and how much garbage is thrown away, where and how it is dumped, the types of 

materials most commonly disposed of and the degree of toxicity and danger associ-

@SDCÚVHSGÚSGDL�Ú@MCÚGNVÚF@QA@FDÚB@MÚADÚRBHDMSHÅB@KKXÚRSTCHDCÚRNÚ@RÚSNÚGDKOÚHMÚSGDÚ

development of ecological solutions.

Climbing up the massive hills of the garbage dump, the two of us try to answer at least 

some of these questions. However, you might ask why an archaeologist like William 

Rathje would allow someone like me—a literary scholar—take part in his research 
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project. Certainly, we discuss the topic repeatedly, even as we are making our way 

through the dump. Still, Rathje is unconvinced by my approach. “William, I’m inter-

ested in how rubbish is translated into texts, articles, books—just like the one you 

wrote with Murphy,” I explain, once again trying to make my point clear. But, some-

how, we seem to be forever lost in translation. “These are two completely different 

things,” he shouts from the other side of the garbage heap, almost falling over. “Do 

MNSÚLHWÚTOÚQD@KÚQTAAHRGÚVHSGÚQTAAHRGÚHMÚÅBSHNM@KÚVNQKCRkÚ(MÚRNLDÚV@X�ÚGDÚHRÚQHFGS�ÚNEÚ

course. Textual rubbish does not stink; it does not cause dust; and it is not harmful to 

the environment or hazardous to health. Therefore, we cannot or must not eliminate, 

RNQS�ÚNQÚQDBXBKDÚCHRB@QCDCÚSGHMFRÚHMÚ�KHSDQ@QX�ÚINTQM@KHRSHB�Ú@MCÚRBHDMSHÅB	ÚSDWSRÚ8DS�ÚSGDÚ

distinction between real rubbish (such as that which surrounds us, as we are walk-

ing through the dump) and textual rubbish (the subject of this text) is far more hy-

brid than William assumes. Immaterial rubbish includes semantics, discourses, and 

practices of coping with discarded things. As Serenella Iovino would put it, rubbish 

is “a mesh of agencies that are both material, industrial, political, chemical, geologi-

cal, biological, and narrative.”4Ú6G@SDUDQÚSGDÚSDQLÚjF@QANKNFXkÚCDÅMDR�ÚHMÚSGDÚDMCÚHSÚ

also describes practices of translation. Doing “garbology” means classifying, sort-

ing, ordering, and—if you like—reading discarded things. William takes the stuff 

GDÚÅMCRÚNMÚSGDÚCTLOÚ@RÚ@ÚLD@MHMFETKÚQDRNTQBDÚ(MCDDC�ÚGHRÚSQHORÚSNÚK@MCÅKKRÚRDQUDÚSNÚ

F@SGDQÚRHFMHÅB@MSÚHMENQL@SHNMÚ(MÚSGHRÚRDMRD�ÚOQ@BSHBHMFÚF@QANKNFXÚLD@MRÚSNÚSQ@MRK@SDÚ

so-called “raw” data into “useful” information. Garbology is the practice of translat-

ing discarded material into text. William’s “Garbage Project” deals with discarded 

SGHMFRn@MCÚMNSÚVHSGÚSGHMFRÚSG@SÚ@QDÚRSNQDCÚHMÚNEÅBH@KÚ@QBGHUDR�ÚBNKKDBSHNMR�ÚNQÚKHAQ@Q-

ies—because it assumes that rubbish, once translated into readable texts, gives us 

“better” or more “authentic” information about our daily life (and its secrets). “Waste 

does not lie,” William says ever so often.

In a certain sense, the concept of the “Wasteocene” points in the same direction,5 

NMKXÚSGDÚODQRODBSHUDÚHRÚRKHFGSKXÚCHEEDQDMSÚ SÚSGDÚR@LDÚSHLDÚ@RÚK@MCÅKKRÚ@QDÚRTOONRDCÚ

to conceal things that we have thrown away, they bring them back into sight, with 

discarded materials ever more frequently reentering our daily lives. More precisely, 

RTBGÚL@SDQH@KRÚG@UDÚ HMÚ E@BSÚMDUDQÚADDMÚ@V@X�ÚVHSGÚV@RSDÚCDÅMHMFÚNTQÚ BNMSDLON-

�Û /ANAJAHH=Û%KREJKÛ=J@Û/ANLEHÛ+LLANI=JJ	Ûg0DAKNEVEJCÛ)=PANE=HÛ!?K?NEPE?EOI�Û�Û ELPU?D	hÛInterdisciplinary 
Studies in Literature and Environment 19, no. 3 (2012): 456.

�Û )=N?KÛ�NIEANKÛ=J@Û)=OOEIKÛ AÛ�JCAHEO	Ûg�JPDNKLK?AJA�Û2E?PEIO	Û*=NN=PKNO	Û=J@Û.ARKHQPEKJ=NEAO	hÛThe 
South Atlantic Quarterly 116, no. 2 (2017): 347–362.
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rary epoch. There is no such thing as 

eliminated materiality. Our world is 

the dump—even in the most beautiful 

places. Take for example the Sardin-

ian information sign that I saw only 

days before I went to the garbage 

dump with William. The sign indi-

cates the importance of waste collec-

SHNMÚ@MCÚRDO@Q@SHNMÚNMÚSGDÚAD@BGÚ�ÅFÚ

1). The result of a school project, the 

installation called Micro Isola Eco-

logicaÚ �,HBQNÚ6@RSDÚ #DONS	Ú BK@QHÅDRÚ

in four languages (Italian, English, 

French, and German) that visitors 

should leave the beach clean and put 

their rubbish (“plastic,” “glass and 

cans,” “paper,” and “nonrecyclable”) 

in one of the four dustbins. The sign 

reminds us that the beach is not a 

dump. It changes or, if you want, 

translates our perception of the beach 

into a certain kind of image that con-

nects with our nature-culture experience and knowledge.

The installation closes with the demand “Porta via i ricordi della vacanza … lascia 

solo le tue impronte sulla sabbia” (Please, take nothing but memories ... leave noth-

ing but footprints in the sand�). Paradoxically, this phrase integrates ecological con-

sciousness with capitalist tourist marketing. Indeed, the sentence is not a unique 

selling point of the Sardinian beach. It is part of a paradigm of mass consumption 

BNMBDQMHMFÚSGDÚVNQKCiRÚLNRSÚAD@TSHETKÚOK@BDRÚ3GDÚVDKKÛSQ@UDKDCÚSNTQHRSÚVHKKÚÅMCÚHSÚ

elsewhere and is, therefore, able to interpret the beach he or she is visiting as be-

ing equal to the places that are worth leaving untouched. Take a photograph, quote 

the phrase, and post it on Instagram: #nothingbutfootprints. However, it is not just 

marketing that translates the discarded materials on the beach into something that 

�Û �QPDKNfOÛKSJÛPN=JOH=PEKJ


Figure 1
Information sign on 
a Sardinian beach: 

)E?NKÛ%OKH=Û!?KHKCE?=	Û
2019 (Source: Author)
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disturbs your vacation. The sign has even deeper roots, with the phrase “footprints 

in the sand” linking my summery scenery with the history of English literature and 

Daniel Defoe’s 1719 novel Robinson Crusoe, in which the phrase originated. With 

a kind of strangely twisted allegorical drift, the image of a Micro Isola Ecologica 

places me in the role of Robinson Crusoe and Sardinia as an ecological (“macro”) 

island, which—just like every other beach—should be left as untouched as possible. 

To convince visitors to think and act ecologically, the sign thus uses quite poetic 

language, with a prosaic dustbin becoming an “island.” The image of the Micro 

Isola Ecologica adopts a cultural framework that everybody knows and that presents 

islands and beaches as untouched nature. The appeal to keep the beach “clean” 

inscribes itself into the romantic idea of idyllic places distant from any civilization 

and pollution, only temporarily occupied by human beings.

Still, the sign and its practice of translation are rather one-sided. As we know from 

(literary) history, an important element of idylls is that they are threatened. Indeed, 

it is more than a footnote to say that the Mediterranean Sea is also a huge garbage 

dump. One can study the effect of illegal, ignorant, and naïve dumping practices, 

which see discarded materials left on beaches right around the world. Sooner or 

later, the waves wash up all sorts of material—especially plastics—that have been 

discarded in other places, or by ships and boats at sea. Discarded materials are not 

NMKXÚCHEÅBTKSÚSNÚSQ@MRK@SDÚHMSNÚTRDETKÚHMENQL@SHNM�ÚSGDXÚ@KRNÚQDRHRSÚCHRBTQRHUDÚNQCDQRÚ

and practices. This is what I argue with William. I am interested in how, under what 

premise, to what extent, and with what effects, this material stubbornness is trans-

lated into (literary) texts.

Material resistance—or stubbornness—such as that shown in the garbage dump 

and the Mediterranean Sea is what Jane Bennett observes when she speaks of 

“thing-power.” I am not sure whether William is familiar with this theoretical con-

cept—I cannot ask him; he is already too far away from me—but reading Bennett’s 

study Vibrant Matter helped me understand what discarded things really do—and 

what I would like to add to her perspective. From my point of view, what is missing 

in Bennett’s philosophical perspective is a sense of textual translation, of what gar-

A@FDÚCNDRÚHMÚ@MCÚVHSGÚSDWSRÚ(MÚSGDÚÅQRSÚBG@OSDQ�ÚENQÚDW@LOKD�ÚRGDÚQDEDQRÚSNÚ@ÚO@RR@FDÚ

from Robert Sullivan’s The Meadowlands: Wilderness Adventures at the Edge of a 

City (1998). Bennett quotes a passage in detail in which the autodiegetic narrator 
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visits a garbage dump:

The … garbage hills are alive … there are billions of microscopic organisms thri-

ving underground in dark, oxygen-free communities. … After having ingested the 

tiniest portion of leftover New Jersey or New York, these cells then exhale huge 

underground plumes of carbon dioxide and of warm moist methane, giant stillborn 

SQNOHB@KÚVHMCRÚSG@SÚRDDOÚSGQNTFGÚSGDÚFQNTMCÚSNÚEDDCÚSGDÚ,D@CKNVK@MCRiÚ:RHB<ÚÅQDR�Ú

or creep up into the atmosphere, where they eat away at the … ozone. … One after-

noon I … walked along the edge of a garbage hill, a forty-foot drumlin [sic] of com-

pacted trash that owed its topography to the waste of the city of Newark. … There 

had been rain the night before, so it wasn’t long before I found a little leachate seep, 

a black ooze trickling down the slope of the hill, an espresso of refuse. In a few 

GNTQR�ÚSGHRÚRSQD@LÚVNTKCÚÅMCÚHSRÚV@XÚCNVMÚHMSNÚSGDÚaÚFQNTMCV@SDQÚNEÚSGDÚ,D@CNV-

lands; it would mingle with toxic streams. … But in this moment, here at its birth, 

… this little seep was pure pollution, a pristine stew of oil and grease, of cyanide 

and arsenic, of cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, silver, mercury, and zinc. 

(ÚSNTBGDCÚSGHRÚÆTHCÚmÚLXÚÅMFDQSHOÚV@RÚ@ÚAKTHRGÚB@Q@LDKÚBNKNQÚmÚ@MCÚHSÚV@RÚV@QLÚ@MCÚ

fresh. A few yards away, where the stream collected into a benzene-scented pool, a 

mallard swam alone.7

Although I tried to imitate Sullivan’s narrative approach in the introduction to this text, 

Sullivan is, as you can see, a much better writer of textual garbage dumps than I am. 

Maybe that is why Bennett uses this passage to introduce her concept of “thing-pow-

er.” She writes, “Sullivan reminds us that a vital materiality can never really be thrown 

‘away,’ for it continues its activities even as a discarded or unwanted commodity.”8 

Even or especially when they are to be disposed of, “vibrant things” attract attention 

and elude their status as passive objects, as their agential powers, their “activities,” 

can neither be switched off nor negated.

As plausible and ecocritically insightful as the observation of “vital materiality” in 

Sullivan’s book may be, Bennett uses this passage merely to illustrate her argument. 

There is nothing wrong with that. From the perspective of literary criticism, however, 

�Û &=JAÛ�AJJAPP	Û2E>N=JPÛ)=PPAN�Û�Û,KHEPE?=HÛ!?KHKCUÛKBÛ0DEJCO (Durham, London: Duke University Press, 
2010): 6.

8 Bennett, 2E>N=JPÛ)=PPAN, 6.
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it is noticeable that the form of presenting the discarded materiality (its translation 

into text) is completely ignored. To put it more sharply, Bennett is so caught up in 

the “vital materiality” of the narrated world that she misses the “vibrant matter” of 

the passage itself. Indeed, the purpose of the passage in Sullivan’s book is far less 

clear than Bennett would let us believe. The passage presents the garbage dump that 

exists of “billions of microscopic organisms” as an agentic and vivid materiality (“The 

… garbage hills are alive,” “ingest,” “exhale,” “eat away,” “birth,” etc.). However, the 

associated environmental impact and consequences for the city and its human inha-

AHS@MSR�ÚRTBGÚ@RÚSGDÚONKKTSHNMÚNEÚFQNTMCV@SDQ�Ú@QDÚNMKXÚAQHDÆXÚSNTBGDCÚTONMÚ SÚSGDÚ

center of the passage lies something different, with the metaphor “espresso of refuse” 

M@LHMFÚSGDÚQDUDQRDÚRHCDÚNEÚBNMRTLOSHNM�ÚHKKTRSQ@SHMFÚSGDÚM@QQ@SNQiRÚRODBHÅBÚ@SSDMSHNMÚ

'HRÚ GDHFGSDMDCÚ UHRT@KÚ @MCÚ S@BSHKDÚ RDMRHAHKHSXÚ �j(Ú SNTBGDCÚ SGHRÚ ÆTHCk	Ú SQ@MRENQLRÚ SGDÚ

garbage dump into an aesthetic object which, as such, owes itself to the perspective 

of the narrator. At the same time, the narrator only realizes this in the moment hic et 

nunc (“here,” “in this moment”), and is thus deprived of human control. At the end 

of the passage, the equally melancholy and apocalyptic image of a lonely (and thus 

@MSGQNONLNQOGHYDC	ÚÆN@SHMFÚAHQCÚ�j@ÚL@KK@QCÚRV@LÚ@KNMDk	ÚHMCHB@SDRÚSGDÚ@QSHÅBH@KÚ@MCÚ

yet fragile nature of Sullivan’s idyllic scenery.

The latter is strangely twisted, as just as the passage stages a temporal (“One after-

noon,” “the night before,” “In a few hours”) and spatial (“along the edge of a garbage 

hill”) turn, which—once again—is tied to the narrator but also emancipated from him, 

it performs an ambivalent, if not also twisted, form of “nature writing.” The reader 

HRÚMNSÚBNMEQNMSDCÚVHSGÚ@ÚSQ@MRÅFTQDCÚHL@FDÚNEÚTMSNTBGDCÚM@STQDÚATSÚVHSGÚ@MÚHL@FDÚ

of unspoiled, pure garbage, as it were. The contradictio in adjecto “pure pollution,” 

framed by the semantics of “pristine stew,” “birth,” and “warm and fresh,” represents 

its linguistic emblem. Neither does the asyndetically organized accumulatio that fol-

lows point the reader to the enumerated substances. Rather, the absence of a verb 

O@QSH@KKXÚBQD@SDRÚ@MÚ@BBTLTK@SHNMÚNEÚRHFMHÅ@MSR�ÚDL@MBHO@SHMFÚSGDLRDKUDRÚHMÚSGDHQÚCD-

tailed abundance from their RHFMHÅ±R, thus suggesting that the “vital materiality” of 

the garbage dump has inscribed itself into the technique of the text. And, indeed, as 

condensed in the term “pure pollution,” the passage emphasizes alliterations (“cadmi-

um, chromium, copper,” “caramel color”) and assonances (“a mallard swam alone”), 

hence making the material of signs sound. The text draws attention to its own materi-

al. Not only is the materiality of the garbage dump in the foreground of the passage, it 
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is also tied to the materiality of the text.

However, in another respect, the passage also illustrates that these effects occur in-

voluntarily and are to be thought of independently of the author’s intention. Bennett 

does not fully quote the passage from Meadowlands. For pragmatic reasons, she cuts 

the passage from Sullivan’s book several times and marks the omissions with suspen-

sion points. As much as Bennett makes the passage an object in this way, the text 

nevertheless escapes its intended function. The effect of the omissions, which are 

intended to shorten the passage, is not necessarily reader-friendliness. Rather, their 

accumulation (ten digits) and their sometimes intrusive position (partly between artic-

KDÚ@MCÚMNTM	ÚCHRSTQAÚ@MCÚHMSDQQTOSÚSGDÚÆNVÚNEÚQD@CHMFÚ RÚVHSGÚSGDÚaccumulatio and the 

alliterations and assonances, the visual omissions transform the passage into “vibrant 

matter,” an aesthetic but stubborn object.

“Stubbornness”—maybe that is the word that also best characterizes William. In the 

meantime, this text and I have completely lost sight of him.
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